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Roughly one third of Irish people live in towns, with another third

in the five big cities. Irish towns have many qualities, some of

them overlooked, and they are experiencing rapid change. Many

of our main streets are losing their historic urban character, their

cultural and social value and their economic vitality through both

under-use and over-development.

In order to manage the process of change and yet hold onto all

of the meanings and values that towns have for people, we

need to understand the social and economic forces at work. It is

in everyone’s interest that these assets should be properly and

sustainably used, and the government should collect the

information and formulate a national policy on the importance of

Irish towns. This would inform local, regional and national

planning policies and the allocation of the resources of

government departments, in areas such as rural development,

housing, social inclusion and job creation.

Simultaneously, our good urban environments need to be

revitalized by tax incentives for ‘Heritage-Led Urban Renewal’,

which has been shown in studies carried out by the Heritage

Council to generate revenue for the exchequer. In particular, the

regulatory and zoning barriers to living on multi-functional

streets need to be overcome so that towns can optimize their

potential to deliver enjoyable and sustainable lifestyles.

To avoid tax incentives for heritage-led urban renewal doing

damage to the historic character of the towns, the Heritage

Council proposes that they only be offered where there is an

effective Architectural Conservation Area in place. This provides

a framework for guiding policy on the integration of fabric

protection and functional revitalization in these special places.

New models for the management of special urban places,

derived from international norms, for example, the Historic

Urban Landscape approach promoted by the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), can

be applied to Irish towns. This requires the further integration of

heritage practices into planning, especially regarding community

engagement in plan-making to protect the qualities of places for

the people who possess them and use them most. New forms

of community and stakeholder engagement need to be explored

to ensure that the benefits of heritage-led urban regeneration

make a perceptible difference to the people who live in and

enjoy towns. The Heritage Council proposes to build its existing

networks and projects to achieve this through the creation of a

rural towns and villages network.

The revitalization of the rural economy through the CAP-

supported Rural Development Plan provides an opportunity for

towns to play a role in national economic recovery.

Executive 
Summary
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1 That the Government, led by the Department of the

Environment, Community and Local Government, as part of

the process of developing the National Planning Framework,

should produce an Irish Urban Policy which describes and

sets out to protect the strategic social, cultural, economic

and environmental role of Irish towns of all sizes;

2 That the ‘Living City’ urban regeneration initiative for

Heritage-led Urban Renewal should be extended to include

the historic core areas of all Irish towns where these are

protected as Architectural Conservation Areas, and that the

specific fiscal measures be tailored more directly to attract

people to live and do business in towns;

3 That planning authorities, facilitated by support from the

Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, should put

administrative measures in place to ease the regulatory

burden that currently acts as a deterrent to ‘Living over the

Shop’ developments;

4 That the strategic economic role of towns in local

economies identified in the CEDRA report should be

targeted for support in future funding programmes for rural

economic development,

5 That these initiatives be monitored for their effectiveness in

achieving the aims of Heritage-Led Urban Regeneration,

and to ensure that measures taken have a beneficial local

and national economic impact, and

6 That the Heritage Council should be provided with funds for

a ‘Rural Towns and Villages Network’, to provide support

and funding for community initiatives to revitalize towns,

protecting their heritage values, facilitating stakeholder

involvement and the development of new types of

governance.

Recommendations
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There is a very strong sense of place in Ireland; it is a national

characteristic, and it is historically deeper and more influential

than our sense of policy. Ireland’s National Landscape Strategy

has made policy about all the places in Ireland. ‘Landscape’ in

this new understanding is not just scenery, and not just rural; it

includes our towns, which are durable and resilient expressions

of our culture and values. We inherited them, and they will

outlive us.

The history of our governance and planning is one where

thematic policy implementation has been trumped by short-

termism, the electoral cycle and the multi-seat electoral system.

In that context, towns - where one third of our people live - have

slowly become a ‘hidden-Ireland’. Individual towns, lacking the

heft of numbers, have not had the political cohesion to advance

a policy agenda or command attention.

UNESCO has, since 2011, recommended a ‘Historic Urban

Landscape’ approach to the management of urban areas.

Accepting that the way a town is used, that the activities that

happen in it, are part of its heritage value, recognizes an

important principle that the Heritage Council has promoted in

the twenty years of its existence: that people matter in heritage.

Implementing this principle sets authorities on the course to

partnership approaches with the communities that inhabit,

animate, possess and enjoy the places they live in.

The Heritage Council’s proposals in this document attempt to

redress this lack of attention and appreciation, to give focus to

Irish towns individually and collectively in national policy debate.

This need, already apparent, is especially urgent after the

abolition of town councils. The corollary of their abolition is that

there should be a fresh, positive focus on the needs and

potential of towns. There is an opportunity for people to become

involved in managing and maintaining the public value of their

towns through enhanced support for community and voluntary

organizations involved in heritage. The Heritage Council has

been carrying this out, albeit on a diminished basis in recent

years, through its grant-giving functions, and its support for the

Irish Walled Towns Network, Community-led Village Design

Statement processes and the Historic Towns Initiative. It is

urgent to build on these initiatives to ensure that the heritage

resource which our towns embody becomes a driver of

economic growth and that our urban places remain or become

pleasurable places to live in for the benefit of future generations.

Foreword

Michael Starrett
Chief Executive

The Heritage Council

Conor Newman
Chairman

The Heritage Council 



“Far fewer people live on streets than ten or twenty years ago. Many Main Street shops lie

derelict as the business gravitates to shopping centres and retail parks open at the edge

of town; as a result the town’s streets can appear lifeless, especially in the evenings.”

[4 ]

“Ireland is divided roughly equally in three parts between those who live in cities, those who live in rural area
and those who live in towns... Between the years of 2002 and 2006, the greatest rate of population [increase]
was overwhelmingly in the category of those who lived in towns. The population of Ireland’s five cities
increased by just 4.1%; the rural population increased by 7.5% The population of towns, however, increased
on average by 18.5%. These figures were indicators of fundamental change in the physical character of this
country, which occurred rapidly and with significant resulting shifts in urban life of a third of the population.”

(Orla Murphy, 2012, Town)



Ireland has a rich legacy of historic towns and villages, ranging from medieval

cities, walled ports and market towns, estate villages, ‘sraid bhailes’, to bustling

modern commercial centres. As well as being places to live, urban areas function

as centres of education, worship, recreation, administration and commerce. 

The distinctive character of our towns, cities and villages encompasses the

beautiful set-pieces of design, the places of manufacturing and other forms of

work, public parks, the pattern of tall buildings and long back gardens, the hidden

historic layers of archaeology as well as the local loyalties, memories and

associations. It also includes the functional value of these places in the social

structure of our society and its economy (see appendix 2). They are, in strategic

planning terms, ‘Critical National Infrastructure’. Despite the foretelling of ‘The

Death of an Irish Town’ in 1967 – the title of John Healy’s famous book about the

social and economic changes that his home town of Charlestown in Co. Mayo

had experienced – the town has proven durable and relevant in Ireland’s

economic geography.

But towns, villages and cities are experiencing rapid change, along with the

lifestyles and work practices that sustain them. The cultural and commercial

landscape of our main streets is transforming before our eyes. Far fewer people

live on streets than ten or twenty years ago. Many Main Street shops lie derelict

as the business gravitates to shopping centres and retail parks at the edge of

town; as a result the town’s streets can appear lifeless, especially in the evenings.

In response, the Heritage Council has, alongside its partners in the Historic Towns

Initiative, attempted to find ways to reverse the abandonment of town centres,

through heritage-led urban regeneration. In support of this, the Council carried

out research to explore the best way to provide financial support for buildings in

towns, and the life they contain. This culminated in the publication of a proposal

for tax incentives for heritage-led urban renewal, launched in January 2014.

At the launch of the Heritage Council’s report Assessment of Possible Fiscal

Incentives in Relation to the Built Heritage in Ireland’s Towns in January 2014, the

then Secretary General of the Department of Finance, John Moran, set a

challenge for the Heritage Council to identify the role of the small town, with its

heritage attributes, in Irish economic recovery. In response, the Council convened

a working group (see appendix 1) to examine the heritage value of Ireland’s

towns, many of which play an important role in local economies, yet have been

overlooked as strategic economic assets. This document intends ‘... to spell out

the instrumental benefits of heritage-led urban renewal for Irish society and

economic recovery’.

The Heritage Council also carried out market research in 2015 on what Irish

people think about their towns. The results, published separately, informed this

policy proposal.

[5 ]

Introduction
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Whether viewed as grand ensembles from a distance, or in the casual intimacy of a close-up, 

Ireland’s towns have a distinctive character and appeal. 

They will not survive if their heritage fabric is not also useful to Irish society.
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Towns, independent of the buildings or urban designs which constitute them, are a form of

heritage. They are, first and foremost, the places where one third of Irish people live out their

practical daily lives. They are more than the sum of their individual parts, more than an

amalgamation of houses or plots of land set side-by-side, more than set-pieces of urban design,

and greater than answers to geographical equations for the ideal location of an industry. They

generate economic activity as a direct result of the proximity of different services, people or

opportunities. They represent a history of the economy, of power relations, of civic pride, of social

institutions (like schools, churches, Garda stations, and pubs), of people living together, of people

meeting up and having their needs met. They are often also ‘familiar and cherished scenes’ -

places that define our personal and collective identities. The economic and social life that flows

through towns is itself an intangible form of heritage, and depends on their physical form for its

cultural expression like a fountain needs water. Buildings in towns, together with the activities they

shelter and make possible, can be seen as having heritage value as an undivided whole.

Towns command a hinterland in which they have an important economic role, servicing needs and

generating contact and innovation. The banks, post offices, hardware shops, and pharmacies

provide services needed by everyone from time to time. Recent policy on rural development

emphasizes the need to see towns as part of rural Ireland, and inextricably linked to the economic

development of rural areas. (CEDRA, 2014; see appendix 4 for relevant extracts). 

Economic studies1 have shown the monetary value of historic urban environments. The Heritage

Council published the Economic Value of Ireland’s Historic Environment report (Ecorys, 2012).

Moro et al (2013), provides evidence that proximity to heritage assets adds value to housing in

Dublin. Ahlfeldt et al (2012), provides similar evidence that Conservation Areas in England have

higher property values than other areas. This reflects homeowners’ pride-of-place. Conservation

regulation provides the mechanism for residents to protect the values, economic and amenity, that

they see in their local environment. Taking care of historic buildings and areas is a reflection of both

heritage and economic value, and maintains and utilizes those values for broader societal benefit.

The Government, in its January 2015 Planning Policy Statement, included three key principles

relevant to the valuing of Irish towns. It states that planning will:

• Ensure that walking and cycling should be more attractive for people... by focusing

development at locations with more sustainable travel options, (Principle 5)

• Encourage more efficient use of brownfield land (Principle 6), and 

• Enhance a sense of place (Principle 7). 

These three planning principles support the location of residential development in towns. This can

be most effectively achieved by making use of the existing building stock. It has been said that...

‘the most environmentally benign building is the one that does not have to be built, because it

already exists’ (Grammenos and Russell, 1997).

Ireland’s urban heritage 
of cities, towns and villages

1 Moro, Lyons, Mayor, & Tol, 2013, ‘Does the housing market reflect cultural heritage? A case study of Greater Dublin’. Environment and

Planning A, volume 45, pages 2884 – 2903

Lyons, Ronan, 2013, ‘The Value of Priceless: A Hedonic Approach at Valuing Ireland's Archaeological, Heritage’ ERES Annual Conference

Ahlfeldt, Holman & Wendland, 2012, ‘An Assessment of the effects of conservation areas on value’, LSE, English Heritage.
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Who likes living in Irish towns – a survey of 712 Irish adults, May 2015.

(graphic: Ignite research for the Heritage Council, 2015)

What do Irish people think is important about Irish towns, 

and are those factors getting better or worse?

(graphic: Ignite research for the Heritage Council, 2015)
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The Heritage Council conducted market research on what people like

about the towns near them (Ignite, 2015). This found that 42% of a sample

of 712 respondents (out of 1,000 surveyed) who ‘lived within 20 minutes of

an Irish town’ were happy to live within 5 minutes of their main street. 

A further 23% live farther away, but would like to live in or near their town.

In contrast, only 1 in 20 people are unhappy about living in town. 

The diagram opposite above describes these numbers of people, with 655

of the survey respondents either enjoying living close to a town centre, or

wishing that they could.

Respondents were asked what factors were important for town living, and

whether these factors had changed for the better or the worse in the last

five years. The results were mapped as a ‘Town Value Matrix’ (see diagram

opposite below), and the researchers identified four stories to be told about

Irish people and our towns.

Environment and amenity

As amenities, public spaces and as communities, towns have changed for

the better. This is as a result of voluntary groups such as Tidy Towns

committees, as well as local government initiatives. These changes relate

to the ‘public value’ of towns, they are important to people, and how they

value towns a places to live. Streetscape, parks and community action are

integral parts of the heritage value of towns.

Functional and economic

In terms of the economic functional of towns, things have got worse. Jobs

are harder to find, social institutions are being closed down. The need for a

variety of shops has become more important in people’s daily lives.

Social life

As places to socialize, seek entertainment and to have fun, some aspects

have dis-improved and some have improved. Sporting clubs (including and

especially the GAA) and sports activities have become important forms of

socializing, whilst the pub has become less important and a less attractive

social institution. Restaurants, on the other hand, are becoming more

important. However, the overall social opportunities that towns provide to

people have become less important than they were before.

Personal relations

People’s personal networks of friends and family have become more

important, but what is happening in our towns is neither helping nor

hindering them. School availability and choice remains a strong reason why

people would like to live closer to towns. Closeness to friends and family

remains important for people when choosing where they live, but a sense

of community is as important and a sense of safety is most important.

Who likes living in Irish towns?
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Offaly County Council ‘Engage with Architecture’ project 2013 – study of Banagher, showing the

disposition of vacant floors in buildings on the Main Street.2 (Image courtesy of Fran Moran Architect)

2 See http://www.offaly.ie/eng/Services/Heritage/Architecture/Engage-with-Architecture-/
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‘A well-rounded national economic development strategy cannot ignore the spatial structure

of the economy, or the qualities and characteristics of cities [and towns] that affect

economic performance, social cohesion and environmental conditions’

‘reconciling national and dominant-region interests in a positive-sum game requires a new

strategy that goes beyond the typical ‘centre-versus-periphery’ dichotomy. Under the

paradigm shift in regional development policies, the most effective measures do not consist

of distributing direct subsidies to lagging regions while ignoring the best performing regions,

but in capturing differentiated regional competitive advantages. The condition is that all of a

country’s regions strengthen their own functional specialisation enough to develop cross-

regional complementarities’

(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2006, 211, 101)

Teagasc’s report, The Economic Structure of Towns in Ireland, observes:

‘Our research has shown that small and medium sized towns, on average, have been

impacted to a greater extent by the economic downturn than cities. They have suffered

higher increases in unemployment rates, as well as greater decreases in employment levels.

Additionally, jobs in small and medium sized towns and the open countryside are

disproportionately reliant on industrial sectors with falling employment such as agriculture,

construction and industry. Poverty rates are also higher in small and medium sized towns

and the open countryside, with one third of working age households with no one in work,

50% higher than in cities.

These areas are more dependent on declining economic sectors such as agriculture,

construction and industry for employment than cities. As a result, unemployment rates in

small and medium sized towns are, for the most part, higher than the national average.’

It concludes that ‘Despite the depressed situation in small and medium sized towns, they

are not a point of focus in national policy strategies.’

(O’Donoghue, Geoghegan, Heanue & Meredith, 2014)

The perceptions of the Irish public captured in the Ignite market research, in the OECD’s international

perspective and in Teagasc’s focus on the economic role of towns in Ireland all point to the need for

greater attention to be given to towns. This is why the Heritage Council recommends that the social and

economic functioning of Irish towns – a form of ‘intangible heritage’ – should be the focus of a ‘white

paper’ or policy statement on what we seek to do with them, and how we could support them as a key

‘National Strategic Infrastructure’.

Our town heritage is important because of its contribution to sustainable development, to the cultural and

social life of Irish people, because of its role in relation to the entrepreneurial and tourism economies, and

because towns are a part of our cultural identity.
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The International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) Valetta Principles for the

Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities, Towns and Urban Areas (2011) asserts

that the management of heritage values in urban areas is an issue of development and

planning. This is reinforced by the opinion of the Chairperson of An Bord Pleanála in 2014:

“Planners have a responsibility to help "rescue" town and village centres decimated by out-

of-town housing and retail developments, An Bord Pleanala has said. It was not "too late"

to implement policies which would encourage people to live in the heart of communities,

and masterplans should be devised which would help make urban centres more attractive

to live in. Board chairwoman, Dr. Mary Kelly, said that national policy was to halt the growth

of out-of-town shopping centres, but that a focus was needed on redeveloping existing

sites and providing accommodation above commercial premises. Communities should be

consulted to help determine what was needed, and planning authorities needed to "hold

the line", she said.

"There is a lot of concern about the future of Irish towns and villages. There are vacant

premises on main streets, with lifeless centres. ... it's driven by the rise of the out-of-town

shopping centres, the dominance in car transport and shopping as a lifestyle choice. We

have a big need to re-think our towns and cities unless we're going to live around them.”

(Irish Independent, 29th May 2014)

Dereliction and abandonment blight the life of Irish towns.
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The role of the town in contemporary Ireland is changing. We can ask questions like:

• What do we need our towns for?

• Are we taking care of them responsibly?

• Would we notice if our built environment was impoverished by overlooking the crucial but subtle

functions towns perform for our society and economy?

The economic purpose of Irish towns needs to be asserted, because, perhaps for the first time, we

can envisage doing without them. Out of town shopping centres, on-line buying, (and dating!) may

change the economic relations in towns. The recent Second UPC report on Ireland’s Digital Future

(2014) suggests that the shopping centres we have recently built may themselves become

redundant as Ireland becomes further ‘digitised’. Global corporations, in making job location

decisions, think about the available quality of life for their employees, alongside the educational

attainment of the labour pool, wage rates and the tax regime (Gary Boyle, Compensations and

Benefits Manager Intel Ireland, pers. comm.). The towns will remain an important consideration in

industrial location decisions in a globalised world, and the only logical scale of place for service

provision.

Teagasc’s analysis of Rural Economic Development emphasizes the role that towns have to play to

stimulate growth in their rural hinterlands (O’Donoghue et al, 2014). Towns are places where, through

the proximity of people and services, new economic activity can result. This is especially true in the

knowledge economy, where ideas are generated by people meeting.

The heritage value of towns is being threatened in different ways in different parts of Ireland. Some

towns are thriving whilst others are dying; some are being turned inside-out by suburban commercial

and residential development (‘doughnutting’ by shopping centres with their extensive car-parking

and filling station convenience stores), and others are being neglected and abandoned. The daily

flight of commuters who work elsewhere can have equally debilitating effects. Buildings in our towns

are under-used. Many town houses are vacant. Town schools can be under-utilised, whilst new

schools are built to serve new housing settlements. Choice and location of schools are highlighted in

the market research as an important factor in people’s attitudes to Irish towns.

The management of towns as they grow, endure intensification of use or neglect, is quintessentially a

job for the planning system. Taking care of towns as three-dimensional spaces and as environmental

resource must be embedded in and fully compatible with development policy. Planning policy should

be adjusted to fully acknowledge the positive role that the existing, inherited, built environment plays

in achieving sustainable development and therefore all decisions about economic development,

resource use, the ‘optimisation of the potential’ of an area. Planning policies and systems which fully

incorporate heritage management will help make development sustainable.

People who want to live in towns struggle to overcome regulatory barriers that make it difficult to

make use of street buildings, and the economic hurdles created by the market logic of property

development. With a few exceptions, we are not planning for and managing development

successfully to make use of our urban inheritance, or the sustainable qualities it embodies. The

planning system has, in some cases, permitted indiscriminate re-development and as a result have

we lost essential qualities of some towns. In other cases, the system has been too restrictive and

prevented creative re-use of buildings to allow commercial and residential life to flow through the

towns.

The Planning Dimension
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Can we make use of the small houses that make up our towns? Who will want to live in them? 

Are there architectural solutions?

Diagrammatic exploration of the possibilities for uniting adjoining properties through their party walls

to facilitate modern functional use of older buildings (G. Shaffrey, 2014)

© Shaffrey Associates Architects

Reuse Strategy Principles: Amalgamation; Combination; Linkage
The following series of diagrams explore the combination of existing and new buildings to achieve a
number of objectives, such as:

Expanding floorplates either through an amalgamation of existing buildings, through direct
connection or, by linking existing with new built elements, such as atrium, rear extension, etc
(Diagrams 1 & 2);

Introducing necessary facilities and infrastructure such as vertical circulation – lifts & staircases –
plant, shared spaces, etc (Diagrams 1 & 2);

At the urban block scale, the enlarged and revitalised buildings can link with existing, new and
upgraded open spaces and/or other facilities such as parking, where relevant (Diagram 3).

Diagram 1 – connection / amalgamation of
existing and new buildings around an atrium
space with integrated open space.

Diagram 2 – connection / amalgamation of
existing and new buildings around a large
open space with integrated open space.
Potential for several entrances when
integrated within the larger urban block
structure.

Diagram 3 – as Diagrams 1 & 2, showing
potential relationship with adjacent urban
neighbourhood amenities and facilities.
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The slow desertion of older areas of towns is related to changing housing demand. House size is

steadily increasing, and small houses in both town and countryside are being abandoned. Street

terraced houses become derelict as a result of this larger trend, and has an effect not just on the

individual building but on the amenity value of the street, and the livability of the town.

The housing market has found it hard to deal with street houses. Irish demographics are now

revealing greater numbers of single-person households, as family structures change to include more

separated, retired and not-yet-married individuals. There are more small families. The typical, large,

newly-built homes that government policy has supported in the last thirty years, and which estate

agents prefer to sell, ignore this diversification in household type. The greater regulation of house size

and standards has made affordable housing something that only local authorities can provide.

Homelessness has grown.

Ireland is again experiencing a housing crisis. Although houses are the very fabric of towns, several

factors have conspired to prevent towns from making an important contribution to the resolution of

the housing problem:

• The price of buildings in towns is dominated by their commercial valuation

• The difficulty in overcoming regulatory hurdles, including zoning, fire and access regulations, and

also perceptions about how best the architectural heritage value of individual buildings is best

managed

• Opportunity costs for owners, who may not have sufficient spare capital to invest in property re-

development for their buildings

• Property-owners inertia, especially when ground floor shops are yielding acceptable rents

If we accept that towns themselves have heritage value, then there is a case for the relaxation of the

conservation principle that the integrity of the burgage plot (the narrow slice of space that allow

street-buildings to be neighbours and yet have gardens), for the sake of the town. Breaching party

walls to allow for house plans on a single floor level, and that conform to modern lifestyle demands,

can facilitate a larger public good.

Houses in Towns

The “regulatory burden” on owners or prospective developers of Georgian houses needs to

be relaxed to bring these buildings into residential use, Dublin city manager Owen Keegan

has said. Council policies and statutory requirements in relation to building, fire and

disability access regulations were a “powerful incentive to inactivity” by property owners,

facilitating vacancy, which leads to dereliction. “For its part the city council must recognise

that, however well-intentioned its regulatory other interventions have been, they have

undoubtedly contributed to the current unsatisfactory state of affairs,” Mr Keegan said. “If

the current trend towards vacancy and dereliction is to be reversed and refurbishment for

sustainable residential uses promoted then the city council is going to have to be much

more flexible and facilitating in its regulatory role.” (Irish Times, 21st February 2014)



The life of towns, including the commercial activity, is perceived by some commentators as not

having the same cultural value as agricultural economic activity by the EU.

‘The European Union has concentrated greatly on developing compensatory measures for people

affected by the serious decline in agriculture throughout the member states. Schemes such as the

Early Retirement Scheme and Farm Assist guarantee the lower-income farmers a regular income.

There are no such compensatory measures available for retailers. It is time for the EU to put

measures in place to ensure the viability of retailers who provide essential services in small towns

and villages throughout rural areas’

‘The LEADER programmes, which have encouraged and facilitated much development in rural areas

in the past number of years, do not provide aid for retailing. The guidelines of the current LEADER+

programme and the National Rural Development Programme stipulate that ‘conventional retail

services cannot be considered for grant aid under either programme’. This must be addressed.’

(Newport, 2002, Changes in the Traditional Retail Sector)

A shadow looms
over Irish towns,

villages and
community life.

[16]

Extract from Paddy Shaffrey’s 1975 book The Irish Town - An Approach to Survival, stating the case for the use 

of back gardens to ensure that the main street remains viable in the era of the car. 

Image courtesy of RGData



The single social factor that has most transformed Irish towns is the prevalence of car travel.

Accommodating its effects was already a notable issue in 1975 (see illustration opposite from Shaffrey’s

book The Irish Town: An Approach to Survival on the facing page). Since then, planning for the

prevalence of the car as the preferred mode of transport has, in many cases, turned towns inside-out.

We buy groceries by the car-boot load, not in amounts that fit into carrier bags. Shops have migrated to

be close to ample car parking.

In the tug-of-war between locating bulky retail outlets on the periphery of a town or its main street, taking

steps to maintain the viability of smaller main street businesses may outweigh the damage to the original

town plan. Car parking in former back gardens can turn street buildings back-to-front, but make a

commercial use viable. Similar factors are apparent for office uses. 

‘Business Improvement Districts’ (BIDs) initiatives are being tried, where businesses pool their resources

to improve the public realm on the streets that matter to them. These forms of co-operation and

collective self-help should be given support. The Heritage Council, in partnership with the Irish Planning

Institute, has supported the concept of ‘Town Centre Management’ and Public Realm Plans to maintain

and enhance the character and amenity of public spaces that bring people into towns.

But RGDATA (the representative association for smaller shops and supermarkets in Ireland)3 confirms that

the emerging most important factor for small shops located in towns is ensuring that they have a

customer base living within their hinterland (usually walking distance).

In the typical planning conundrums cited above, a balance has to be struck between conservation of the

historic fabric and permitting functions that maintain the economic and social life of a town as a useful

societal asset. The ICOMOS Washington Charter (1987) includes among the qualities the historic

character of the town or urban area that ought to be preserved ‘The various functions that the town or

urban area has acquired over time.’ Existing policy tools such as the Architectural Conservation Area, and

new approaches, such as the historic urban landscape approach, need to be tested and used to

establish how historic town centres can be managed better. Appendix 3 outlines a study to do so.

UNESCO’s Historic Urban Landscape approach recognises that what people do in towns is the

necessary counterpart to the buildings and streetscapes. It also recognises that different people, or

groups, have differing, but equally valid, perceptions of what is important in the towns they are familiar

with. The new perception in this approach can lead to new approaches to understanding why towns are

important to us, and what we should do to maintain them. They hand over, in a potentially radical way,

say-so over what is good for the town to the communities of people who make it their own. This

approach is in line with the European Landscape Convention, which recognizes the interconnectedness

of people with places, and sees communities playing an active role in the management of the heritage

values of their special places.

However, the planning system cannot by itself solve all the problems that towns are experiencing. It is

informed by government policy on the location of government services, housing provision, building

control regulation, industrial development, job creation, regional development, rural development and

international relations. 

Shopping and commercial life
in towns

[17]

3 www.rgdata.ie 
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A map of Ireland broken into 71 ‘travel to work’ areas, named after the main towns in each area. (Teagasc, 2015) 

Rural Economic Development Zones
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Roughly one third of Irish people live in towns, with another third in the five big cities

(Murphy, 2012). Our self-image locates us in a mythical rural landscape, but this has

not been accurate for over a century (CDU, 1981). In overlooking crucial spaces in

which Irish life takes place, we overlook qualities of our built environment that sustain

us, culturally, economically and socially. Our spatial planning policy, and rural

development policy has, to date, had little to say about the contribution of towns to

national well-being.

The National Spatial Strategy 2002-2020 (NSS) aimed to apply a polycentric

development model to Ireland through the identification of urban foci for development

(‘Gateways’ and ‘Hubs’). These were intended to redress the chronic spatial

imbalances caused by the absence of a regional policy over many decades (Boylan,

2005). It was the first instance of strategic planning at the scale of the Irish nation

state, and aimed to deflect the current trends to a more sustainable path. Ireland’s

spatial structure was understood for the first time in a European geographical context,

with a focus on city-regions that matter at that scale. As a consequence, Irish towns

were dealt with only briefly, in the context of their relationship with Dublin only: 

In addition, the total combined population of the cities and suburbs

of Cork, Limerick, Galway and Waterford in 1996 was 38% of the

population of Dublin city and suburbs. Irish towns in the next tier

below these cities, i.e. those in the 10,000 to 40,000 population

category, are generally concentrated in the East and South East,

with many of these being quite close to Dublin. In more western

areas there are only four towns in the 10,000 to 40,000 category.

Towns below 10,000 population and especially below 5,000 in

population are more evenly spread. (NSS, 2002, p. 22)

‘Medium-sized Towns’ (the next tier below the five main cities) are dealt with briefly

(para. 5.34.3, p. 111), and there is no significant appreciation of smaller towns. A

more positive appraisal of the functional importance of all our towns should inform the

next iteration of the NSS. Towns are not acknowledged as the primary unit for

economic planning in the NSS. All towns have a role in national economic recovery,

as concentrated and therefore efficient local service centres, sites for economic

innovation and enterprise formation and for the quality of life they provide. The NSS,

as a framework for balanced regional development, should be based on sound

knowledge and appreciation of the role that towns can play in economic development

and in the social and cultural life of the nation.

Teagasc identified 71 functional (travel to work) areas, each of which has at least one

important town as a nucleus (Meredith, 2012). These have been labeled ‘Rural

Economic Development Zones’ and are the effective ‘regions of the mind’ in which

economic activity, including entrepreneurial innovation, are based. Even though these

functional areas do not have a formal administrative identity, and cross local authority

areas, the economic success of these 71 functional areas is linked to, or reflected in,

the economic welfare of the towns which serve them. 

Towards an Irish Urban Policy



Because of the importance of towns as ‘Critical national infrastructure’ and because of

their important and often-overlooked heritage value, the Heritage Council recommends

that the Government, led by the Department of the Environment, Community and Local

Government, as part of the process of developing the National Planning Framework,

should produce an Irish Urban Policy which describes and sets out to protect the

strategic social, cultural, economic and environmental qualities of Irish towns of all sizes.

The objectives of an urban policy should:

a. Recognise and acknowledge the social, cultural, economic and environmental value

of Irish towns, emphasising in particular, their role in achieving ‘sustainable

development,’

b. Acknowledge the need for new ways of engaging people, and empowering

community and voluntary groups, to ensure that the various values of towns

(cultural, heritage, innovation, service centres, incubators of enterprise) are not lost

with the demise of town councils,

c. Recognise the geographical dynamics of towns growing and declining and advance

the best management strategies at national level to protect their various values,

d. Ensure that towns are recognized as a ‘critical national infrastructure’ in Regional

Planning Policy, industrial location policy, and state services provision,

e. Ensure that the Rural Development Policy recognises the role towns play in

economic development, by acknowledging an urban strand to funding for REDZ,

and

f. Ensure that poverty and social exclusion issues, which have a specifically urban

expression, are addressed by national policy.

The issues outlined above are not all directly related to the heritage values of Irish

towns, but addressing them would create a policy framework in which their heritage

value could be addressed and managed.
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What happens in a small town?

Fethard, Co. Tipperary, 12 kilometres north of Clonmel, a founder member of the Irish Walled Towns

Network (IWTN), is in many ways a typical small town. Livestock industry in its hinterland sustains it a

local service centre. The towns contains – Pubs, Churches, Shops, Hairdressers, Hardware,

Electrical goods, Cafe, Delicatessen, Butcher, Schools, Bookies, Convenience shops, Petrol station,

Gift shop, Second-hand shop, Bank, Garda Station (unmanned), GAA grounds, Chemists, Post

office, Dancehall, Health centre, Solicitor, Museum.

An Ironmonger blacksmith workshop is the only productive industry. An agricultural processing

industry closed down in 2013, and the effects of this on employment and consumer spending are

still unfolding a year later.

In 1988, the Fethard & Killusty Community Council formed a Historical Society in response to the

interest shown in the preservation and development of Fethard's Town Wall and other historical sites.

As a result of the IWTN, it now has an annual festival to celebrate its ‘town-ness’. The festival brings

people into the town each summer. In 2015, the Community Council have successfully conserved

the medieval town hall with a view to making it a visitor centre.



The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation

(UNESCO), which designates World Heritage Sites, promotes an approach

to cities and towns which both the tangible and the intangible attributes

which contribute to their character. The new concept in managing all the

special qualities of these places sees them as ‘Historic Urban Landscapes’.

In terms of ‘historic urban landscapes’, the key to marrying old and new is

to reinforce and enhance the equilibrium between artefact and ritual

[between the things that people do, that are part of their daily or annual

lives, and places and spaces that people inhabit]

The first step is to map the cultural landscapes that exist, and to remember

that many cultural landscapes may be layered on top of one another. Part of

this step is identifying both the tangible and intangible patterns at work. The

next step is to have the communities of interest, for each cultural landscape,

assign value and suggest boundaries. [this recognises that there is not just

one community that has ownership of a place, and that all communities who

lay claim to a space by ascribing value to it may have an important role to

play in sustaining its value]

The final step is to develop management guidelines, including the design of

contemporary interventions – recognizing that these interventions may be as

often new rituals as new artefacts. The advantage of an urban landscape

approach is that it addresses the ecology of the city, and accepts the

dynamic quality of relationships, rather than simply addressing the

physicality of a historic district, and assuming the static quality of its

constituent objects. (Smith, UNESCO, 2010, Managing Historic Cities, p. 48)

[21]

Taking care of a street building, Parliament Street, Kilkenny 
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Youghal Historic Town: a walled medieval port, celebrated for its surviving town walls, shop-fronts and Clock tower, 

it suffered economically from the closure of the carpet-making industry in the 1980s, and, more recently, 

out-of-town retail development and a strict town centre parking scheme.
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The Heritage Council has always sought innovative ways to manage heritage. The new paradigm in urban

heritage management – Historic Urban Landscape – requires stakeholder ownership and involvement. In

order for this to work, State support for partnership of this form requires a new and different form of

engagement with the public than the State conventionally provides. The Heritage Council has experience

with alternative models of engagement though its early adoption of landscape management principles.

Initiatives include the Irish Walled Towns Network, Community-led Village Design Statements, landscape

partnerships, core funding for heritage curatorial organizations, and support for new actions such as the

Historic Towns Initiative. 

Managing the Urban Heritage

The heritage value of towns is a component of an Irish urban policy. Managing the cultural, amenity,

environmental values makes a contribution to ‘proper planning for sustainable development’. The heritage

perspective can generate an important and relevant point-of-view of the value of the Irish town. This is

not limited to building conservation, but also includes researching and defining all the values that people

associate with places that they cherish, considered as layer upon layer of meaning and value that adds

up to more than the sum of its parts. Both spatial planning and economic recovery would benefit from a

clear statement of public policy as to the value and use of towns in Irish society.

Heritage-led Urban Regeneration

Typically, a heritage-led regeneration strategy is a programme of property development and

environmental enhancement that is informed primarily by the quality and distinctiveness of the built

heritage in a town. It is a process which takes as its motive force the need to make use of existing urban

areas because of the qualities that they embody which cannot be found elsewhere. Urban regeneration

has aims larger than the individual building, and therefore involves co-ordination, planning and integration

of the efforts of various institutions and actors.

‘Investing in heritage provides a key link between sustainable development and more traditional concepts

of urban regeneration that focus more narrowly on job creation alone’ (Inherit, 2007)

‘there is often a strong case for subsidy in heritage projects [because]... re-using and caring for a heritage

building may bring specific costs for an owner, while much benefit accrues to the wider community.’ (Driver

Jonas, 2006)

Doing things differently

“Given the concentration of historic and older structures in the urban core of our cities and towns,

this focus [on heritage-led urban regeneration] supports the Government’s sustainable development

policy ‘Our Sustainable Future’ launched by the Taoiseach in June 2012. It incentivises jobs-rich

investment in existing assets and protects the value of those assets. Over the longer term it will

encourage the maintenance and expansion of populations in urban cores and reduce pressure for

unsustainable expansion into greenfield areas, maximising the use of other infrastructure such as

schools, retail, recreation and public transport facilities. It is particularly consistent with the objectives

of a low carbon economy.” 

(Martin Colreavy, Principal Advisor for Built Heritage and Architectural Policy, Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht,

Architecture Ireland, 1st May 2014, pp. 19-20)
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Living Over The Shop schemes in Ireland

‘The first Living Over the Shop (LOTS) Scheme, founded in 1994,

had very little success except in Cork, where more than 110

apartments were created in accommodation above designated

shops... Why was the scheme relatively successful in Cork but

not in the other designated cities – Dublin, Limerick, Galway and

Waterford – where there was huge potential? The main reason

was that the designated streets in Cork were part of a

comprehensive Urban Pilot Project for the rejuvenation of the

historic core of the city... Elsewhere there was very little promotion

of the scheme and it was not integrated into local or Designated

Area Plans or Rejuvenation Area Plans. A number of factors were

blamed for the failure of the scheme. Flaws in the taxation

provision, as well as a lack of consultation and promotion, were

listed in a report by KPMG.’ (Pike, 2006, p. 4)

The Cork Urban Pilot Project provides an excellent example of

how to carry out urban regeneration...’ (Pike, 2006, p. 20)



Living over the Shop

Offaly County Council has studied the rates of vacancy in buildings in medium-sized

towns in the County. The documentation clearly shows the under-use or abandonment

of upper floors. The pattern is repeated across the country and has been commented

on for many years.

In James Pike’s pamphlet Living over the Shop – Relief from the Long Commute he

outlines the case for town living as a contribution to sustainable development.

Regulatory barriers frustrate the aims of owners to live over commercial premises. Fire

separation, universal access, refuse disposal, conservation concerns regarding invasive

or character-altering modifications to the fabric can all conspire to derail re-use projects.

However, the greatest barrier is not each of these individual hurdles as much as the

reluctance of planning authorities to give coherent advice on how they can be

overcome. A significant contribution could be made to the re-inhabitation of towns if

planning authorities provided a ‘one-stop shop’ to resolve these issues promptly and

pro-actively.

‘Shaping the Future’

The Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 2012 publication provides case

studies of 4 plans which helped to re-animate urban areas:

• Temple Bar Framework Plan, 1991

• Cork Historic Centre Action Plan, 1994

• Kilkenny Local Area Plan, 2004

• The Liberties Local Area Plan, 2009

These are examples of local authority initiatives which provide a planning framework

(whether statutory or otherwise) for urban renewal. All of them incorporate, to a greater

or lesser degree, respect for the character of the areas that they refer to, and for the

individual buildings which make up this character. All were based on stakeholder

involvement, and their acceptability and therefore successful outcomes are related to

the negotiating and sharing of a vision or strategy for the areas to which they relate.

Plans such as these represent the new, more engaged, multi-stakeholder, negotiated

tools for taking care of urban areas. They represent new and successful achievements

of collaborative planning between planning authorities, conservationists and owners and

occupiers. The Historic Towns Initiative seeks to use templates such as these to further

develop practice for heritage-led urban renewal.

[25]
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Wesport, Listowel and Youghal.

The Historic towns Initiative included ‘Building up community, political and financial support for the preparation 

and implementation of the framework plan’
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The Historic Towns Initiative is an initial response to the threats to our urban heritage

outlined above. This joint initiative of The Heritage Council, Fáilte Ireland and the

Department of Arts Heritage and the Gaeltacht seeks to maximise the potential of

Ireland’s historic towns. Their historic character is a valuable asset, providing a

durable framework for economic diversity and consumer choice, with multiple and

overlapping opportunities to enjoy a high quality of life, to work and to visit. This pilot

scheme involves the three historic towns of Westport in Co. Mayo, Listowel in Co.

Kerry, and Youghal in Co. Cork. In undertaking the scheme, Council and its partners

are seeking to combine the conservation and protection of the built and natural

heritage of the participating historic towns through heritage-led urban renewal to

maximise the economic value of the towns, including their tourism capacity. 

The steps advocated include:

a. Undertake a comprehensive audit in order to understand what constitutes the

character and identity of the town and its region,

b. Build up community, political and financial support for the preparation and

implementation of the framework plan,

c. Identify the challenges and the opportunities that face the town, understanding

any potential areas of difference and resolving, or at least managing, a way

forward with the support of all stakeholders,

d. Develop a clear vision for the town with realisable objectives, supported by an

action plan to guide administrative decision-making for stakeholders,

e. Implement the actions of the plan in line with the agreed objectives,

f. Review and monitor the implementation of the plan to allow early corrective action

to be taken or to adapt the plan to take account of new emerging or altered

conditions, and

g. Through the coherent use of existing structures and mechanisms, focused on

achieving the objective of heritage-led regeneration, financial support can be

targeted.

The Historic Towns Initiative
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Council is concerned that, with the collapse of public funds available for such investment in recent

years, many older buildings in town centres, which are under-used and in need of investment, will

decline further. The principal proposal of the Possible Fiscal Incentives report outlines the potential

benefits to the exchequer of providing tax relief for heritage-led economic regeneration in the historic

cores of Ireland’s small- and medium-sized towns. Council proposed a ‘Living Towns’ tax incentive

scheme to encourage investment in protecting and enhancing heritage buildings.  This and the other

proposals contained in the report complement Council’s involvement in the Historic Towns Initiative,

and identifies the benefits of extending the geographical and renovation scope of the government’s

2013 Living Cities Initiative. In launching the report, John Moran, the then Secretary General

described it as an important contribution to the debate on how to plan for Ireland’s economic

recovery. He indicated that, no matter how worthy the intrinsic benefits of building conservation for

the architectural heritage, or their direct benefit to the exchequer, it will be necessary to spell out the

instrumental benefits of urban regeneration for society and the economy in order to justify the

engagement of societal resources in a particular project.  

A tax incentive along the lines proposed by Peter Bacon would make a contribution to heritage-led

urban renewal. In order to be significant, strategic and long-lasting, it needs to be supported by

complementary development plan policies, and commitment from the range of local stakeholders

and property interests, as well as the local authority itself. Guidance on putting together such a plan

has been developed in the context of the Historic Towns Initiative. They should take into account

specific local strengths and weaknesses, and include appropriate local zoning and planning policy

and ensure the provision of relevant infrastructure. Tax incentives should only be available where

towns had adopted such a plan. This would help to demonstrate to the Dept of Finance that such

measures be targeted. 

The Revenue Commissioners would normally require a body with the relevant expertise to certify that

the policy conditions have been met. For example, they require that applications by companies under

the various business development schemes be validated in advance by the relevant state

development agency. The Heritage Council can call upon the relevant expertise to advise and

develop clear criteria for deciding on development proposals that conform with local plans, urban

conservation criteria and which would contribute to economic or community development and

national recovery. This would require additional resources, financial and personnel.

Fiscal support for heritage-led
urban regeneration

Rural Development Plan
The ‘Partnership Agreement – Ireland 2014 – 2020’, published by the Department of Public

Enterprise and Reform in April 2014, outlines a framework for the expenditure of European Union

Structural Funds in Ireland. It refers to heritage in the context of Community-Led Local Development.

It also foresees Sustainable Urban Development as an important objective to be achieved through

the projects to be supported. ‘Development and/or rehabilitation of natural, cultural and built

heritage’ is foreseen in this context. ‘Interventions that address the preservation of cultural and

vernacular heritage will be a component of many local development strategies’ (p.195-6). 
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The report of the Commission for the Economic Development of Rural Areas (CEDRA) refers to the

EU Common provisions framework, which provides for the mixing of funds to achieve synergies in

the achievement of diverse EU policy aims. 5% of Pillar 2 of the Rural Development Plan will be spent

on non-agricultural policy areas – about €200M. This was funding formerly administered by Leader,

but it looks like it will be merged into the local authorities’ functions. The CEDRA report recommends

an initiative to support small towns as a measure to support rural development.

This policy environment presents opportunities to design programmes of grant aid for town renewal.

Some criticism has been leveled at the exclusively ‘bottom-up’ LEADER approach to development,

as strategic effective action often requires policy alignment at multiple levels from the local to the

national (CEDRA, 2014, p. 37-8). The Heritage Council’s experience in grant-aiding heritage

conservation projects and in facilitating Conservation Plans (e.g.  Portlaw, Bere Island) has generated

skill, experience and guidance in the management of multi-stakeholder policy development

procedures in ‘policy networks’ or chains where communication is simultaneously ‘up’ and ‘down’

(Jordan, 1995). If future structural fund spending is to achieve maximum effect in securing national

economic recovery, there will be an enhanced role for organizations with experience of action which

involved multi-level policy alignment. The Irish Walled Towns Network (IWTN) focused attention on a

virtually invisible aspect of Ireland’s Urban Heritage, and encouraged communities to mobilize to

repair and celebrate them. The HTI (see above) is based on stakeholder involvement. 

Actors and governance

Lambe, (2008) in the study Small Towns, Big Ideas, a year-long study of small towns across the

United States identifies seven themes as take-away lessons for other communities.

a. In small towns, community development is economic development

b. Small towns with the most dramatic outcomes tend to be proactive and future-oriented:

they embrace change and assume risk

c. Successful community economic development strategies are guided by a broadly held local

vision

d. Defining assets and opportunities broadly can yield innovative strategies that capitalise on a

community’s competitive advantage

e. Innovative local governance, partnerships, and organisations significantly enhance the

capacity for community economic development

f. Effective communities identify, measure and celebrate short-term successes to sustain

support for long-term community economic development

g. Viable community economic development involves the use of a comprehensive package of

strategies and tools rather than a piecemeal approach

(cited in O’Donoghue, Geoghegan, Heanue & Meredith, 2014)
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We need to protect this urban heritage value of Ireland’s Historic Towns. 

1 An Irish Urban Policy

The Heritage Council recommends that the Government, led by the Department of the Environment,

Community and Local Government, as part of the process of developing the National Planning

Framework, should produce an Irish Urban Policy which describes and sets out to protects the

strategic social, cultural, economic and environmental role of Irish towns of all sizes. The objectives of

an urban policy should:

a) Recognize and acknowledge the social, cultural, economic and environmental value of Irish

towns, emphasising in particular, their role in achieving ‘sustainable development’.

b) Acknowledge the need for new ways of engaging people, and empowering community and

voluntary groups, to ensure that the various values of towns (cultural, heritage, innovation,

service centres, incubators of enterprise) are not lost with the demise of town councils.

c) Recognize the geographical dynamics of towns growing and declining and advance the best

management strategies at national level to protect their various values.

d) Ensure that towns are recognized as a ‘critical national infrastructure’ in Regional Planning Policy,

industrial location policy, and state services provision.

e) Ensure that the Rural Development Policy recognizes the role towns play in economic

development, by acknowledging an urban strand to funding for REDZ.  

f) Ensure that poverty and social exclusion issues, which have a specifically urban expression, are

addressed by national policy.

Such a policy would 

i. elaborate in greater detail the spatial role of towns in a revised National Planning Framework, 

ii. inform, structure and support the forthcoming Rural Development Plan, and 

iii. ensure that taking care of the heritage value of our medium- and small-sized towns and villages

is embedded in, and fully compatible with, development policy.

2 Tax incentives for Heritage-led Urban Renewal

The Living City urban regeneration initiative, launched in May 2015, covers Dublin, Waterford, Cork,

Limerick, Galway and Kilkenny. The Heritage Council recommends that the implementation of this

scheme is monitored quarterly, and that the planning officials from all six cities are brought together

regularly to share their experience and good practice in facilitating the aims of the incentive.

The methodologies recommended in the guidelines on the Historic Towns Initiative ensure that town

proponents assemble coherent Local Area Plans, broadly-based among stakeholders, sensitive to

the characteristics and distinctive qualities of places, which identify opportunities to resolve problems

of urban decay and promote urban renewal and economic development. A central national authority,

equivalent to Temple Bar Renewal Ltd, should be set up under the aegis of the Heritage Council to

adjudicate on the efficacy of tax breaks based on these plans.

The Heritage Council recommends that the ‘Living City’ tax incentives for Heritage-Led Urban

Recommendations
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Renewal should be extended to include the historic core areas of all Irish towns where these are

protected as Architectural Conservation Areas, and that the specific fiscal measures be tailored more

directly to attract people to live and do business in towns.

3 Re-introduce incentives for ‘Living over the Shop’

The sustainable use of Irish towns depends on their vitality, and that they are used as places to live.

The living accommodation that exists above business premises is largely vacant in our towns.

Inhabiting these apartments makes use of a housing resource, and provides a layer of oversight of

town streets that makes them safer for everyone, all the time. 

The Heritage Council recommends that planning authorities, facilitated by support from the

Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government and the Department of Arts,

Heritage and the Gaeltacht, should put administrative measures in place to ease the regulatory

burden that currently acts as a deterrent to ‘Living OverThe Shop’ developments. If necessary, grants

or tax incentive measures should be extended to facilitate the satisfaction of multiple regulatory

requirements. The Department could publish good practice guidance on the architectural and

building regulation challenges to make use of this resource.

4 Ensure that the strategic role of towns in rural economic development is

reflected in future funding programmes 

That the strategic economic role of towns in local economies outlined in the CEDRA report should be

reflected in future funding programmes for rural economic development. Towns can drive rural

economic development, if their social and physical environments are maintained and enhanced.

5 Research on Towns

There is missing information in our understanding of Irish urban life. Paradoxically, research on Irish

towns is currently being led by Teagasc, a rural development agency, because they recognize that

the outlook for rural areas cannot be disentangled from that of the towns that are their service

centres and so much more. Several architect-led studies4 have also provided focus. A research

agenda for towns could include:

• Socio-economic and geographic characterisation of small- and medium-sized Irish towns by

function following international methodologies.

• Identifying the economic linkages between town and hinterland and specifying the means of

improving these.

• Relating town characteristics to enterprise and innovation.

• Understanding the cultural and administrative barriers to living in towns.

• Town-wide characterisation of the condition, cultural value and environmental performance of

residential and commercial stock in towns, with a view to systemic improvements in condition

and performance.

4 SAUL, University of Limerick; Murphy, 2012; Offaly County Council Heritage Office projects 2013; Roscommon small towns study, 2007 
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• Understanding the visitor experience of towns, how it can be improved and marketed.

• Developing models to define and quantify the economic benefits of public realm improvement

initiatives such as Village Design Statements, Public Realm Plans, Town Centre Management

Policies, Business Improvement District schemes, etc.

• A review of the failures and successes of planning policy during the recent period of rapid

growth.

• Analysis of the impact of property tax, rates, development and other taxes on the development

proposal.

• Developing economic models to either (a) protect individual-building renovation projects in areas

of high cultural heritage value from the yield demands of the wider property and capital

investment markets, or (b) to subsidise conservation-led building re-use projects to ensure that

the public and long-term benefits of continued re-use are realized.

The Heritage Council recommends that all initiatives proposed above be monitored for their

effectiveness in achieving the aims of Heritage-Led Urban Regeneration, and to ensure that

measures taken have a beneficial local and national economic impact.

6 Support for new types of governance and stakeholder involvement in the

management, use and appreciation of towns, including a Rural Towns and

Villages Network

Current good practice in urban heritage management – Historic Urban Landscape – requires

stakeholder ownership and involvement, as well as partnership with public authorities. This requires a

new and different form of engagement with the public than the State conventionally provides. The

Heritage Council has the experience through its projects and programmes to facilitate and

encourage community-led heritage initiatives. Community-led Village Design Statements, landscape

partnerships, core funding for curatorial organizations, support for new initiatives (such as the

Chambers of Arts, Heritage and Culture) and the Historic Towns Initiative all point to the benefits to

be gained by new approaches.

In order to achieve the synergies and to harness the good-will of citizens to take care of their own

towns, the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht should provide the Heritage Council with

funds to grant support community initiatives to revitalize towns with the aim of protecting their

heritage values, facilitating stakeholder involvement and the development of new types of

governance. 

The Heritage Council should be provided with funds for a ‘Rural Towns and Villages Network’, to

provide support and funding for community initiatives to revitalize towns, protecting their heritage

values, facilitating stakeholder involvement and the development of new types of governance.

Conclusion

The above has shown the value of towns by reference to the multiplicity of agencies with an interest

in the welfare of towns is indicative. And a way forward to ensure that this value is supported. The

information gaps in our understanding of towns. The six recommendations are strategic and can only

be implemented with new resources, including funding, for the Heritage Council to implement. 
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Colm Murray, Architecture Officer
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Appendix 2

Characteristics of a Heritage Town

Emerging from discussions on the Heritage Council’s Assessment of Possible Fiscal Incentives in Relation to the

Built Heritage in Ireland’s Towns research project, it is necessary to specify the objectives of a heritage-led urban

regeneration scheme. The Historic Towns Initiative has identified the ideal for these towns as good places to live,

visit and do business in.

The following is a draft list of the characteristics an urban area (not the individual buildings within it), which are of

heritage significance, and that contribute to its socio-economic relevance:

i. The full range of services that supports daily life (differentiates it from a village)

ii. A stock of residential buildings that supports a variety of lifestyles, social classes and all age cohorts (a place for

everyone)

iii. Day-long footfall on the streets generated by the buildings (a place that is useful to people, and where people

can be found)

iv. Public interaction at street level between the buildings and people, occurring at a small scale and with sufficient

variety to sustain a local economy (a place with useful buildings)

v. An attractive environment for visitors, who are assumed to be pedestrians (implying satisfactory nearby parking)

vi. A balance of uses without dominating single uses (e.g. night-life) that displaces others

vii. Sufficient commercial premises (excluding pubs) open to maintain an ‘evening economy’

viii. Few, if any, vacant or under-used buildings, and lights on in the upper floors in the evening 

ix. Public realm morphological (street shape, town walls or retaining walls, vistas, etc)  or memorial elements

(commemorative or historic or archaeological monuments) that distinguish the town and differentiate it from

others

x. Historic buildings adapted for modern uses without their cultural value being destroyed, and acceptable new

uses found for redundant large-scale buildings (churches, banks, warehouses, factories) which contribute to

the identity of the town

Appendices
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xi. Reduced crime statistics

xii. Buildings (including visitors’ centres, museums, etc.) that welcome visitors to the town

xiii. There should be a presumption against the amalgamation of sites, but not an outright ban.

Definition of Historic Urban Core from “A Sustainable Future for the Historic Urban Core (SHUC)” 

The researchers gave the following definition of the ‘Historic Urban Core’:

i. Small-scale buildings

ii. Maximum of multi-functionality

iii. Territorially-fixed area (i.e. defined as the area existing before the industrial revolution)

iv. Relatively shrinking area (compared to the growing urbanisation of most towns)

v. Life cycle of tens of generations (already in existence, durable)

vi. Organic (and not designed) growth of urban (spatial) structures

vii. Visual complexity and varied form

viii. Repository of cultural heritage

ix. One of a kind (unique)

What is the value and meaning of the HUC? (‘People will say ...’)

i. The repository of the collective memory of the citizens

ii. The authentic scenery of urban history

iii. A cosy place of rest, a meeting place

iv. A cultural asset

v. A place of roots , connection with the past, and identity-formation

vi. A marketing tool, in the economic competition between urban centres as locations for investment

Appendix 3 

Heritage-led Regeneration: Proposal for a study to establish the capacity of Architectural Conservation

Areas to provide a robust framework for tax incentives.

Several current projects and policy initiatives can be related to this GPA Action:

i. Historic Towns Initiative of the Department, the Heritage Council and Fáilte Ireland, which has as its pilot towns,

Youghal, Listowel and Westport.

ii. The Living Cities initiative proposes urban renewal tax designation.

iii. The Heritage Council has set up an Urban Policy Working Group to provide a policy context in which the

evolution (or predicament) of Irish towns can be understood.

iv. ‘Assessment of Possible Fiscal Incentives in Relation to the Built Heritage in Ireland’s Towns’ report, produced

by Peter Bacon Associates for The Heritage Council, January 2014.

The Peter Bacon Associates report provides evidence that judicious tax relief for built heritage conservation works

would generate revenue for the Exchequer. The Architectural Conservation Area was identified as the statutory

designation that can best describe formally the areas where heritage value is to be found, and where tax incentive

designations should be focused. Architectural Conservation Areas also provides a planning control framework for

defining acceptable works.

Justification for tax relief requires an accurate description of the baseline condition that is to be improved. Some

steps have been recommended as good practice in the Architectural Heritage Protection Guidelines for Planning

Authorities (2004), including that there should be a detailed stock-take of the buildings in the protected area – an

inventory. This should describe the quantity, economic predicament, architectural heritage value and condition of the
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buildings. The most relevant criteria for auditing the building stock of an Architectural Conservation Area to best

facilitate decision-making on such tax incentives need to be identified.

There is considerable variety in the ‘policy depth’ of ACAs (detailed character assessment and description, and

degree of restriction placed on development in the areas), from one local authority to another. However, policy and

practice in the protection of Architectural Conservation Areas does not necessarily support the superimposition of

another form of management tool (fiscal incentives) to these areas. Through a Heritage Plan Action in 2009, Cork

County Council studied Architectural Conservation Areas in its functional area, and produced ‘Guidelines for the

Management and Development of Architectural Conservation Areas’. This work will form the basis for the study of

this proposed new policy function for ACAs.

If Architectural Conservation Areas are to become a framework for tax incentives for urban renewal, it will be

necessary to define standard good practice for ACA policy that is sufficiently robust to ensure that heritage values

are protected. It is proposed to review current practice to evaluate this by comparing good practice in different local

authorities, and in previous tax designation schemes. The study should examine whether development plan zoning

to policies support or detract from Architectural Conservation Area protection, and whether they are in fact a more

effective policy instrument for urban regeneration.

Barriers to urban renewal in areas of architectural or historical value might include:

• Building and fire regulations

• Bureaucracy and ‘red tape’

• Plot size and configuration

• Accessibility and parking

• Ownership and control of vacant property

• Floor plate scale

• Real Estate perceptions

The Architectural Conservation Area Heritage Protection designation should be analysed to ensure it can be aligned

with economic renewal objectives and that it does not present an additional barrier to the resolution of the above.

The Heritage Council proposes to set up a steering group to formulate terms of reference for such a research study.

The steering group will include a representative sample of stakeholders. The steering group would employ a

consultant, who would be able to 

• Formulate criteria for a survey of the relevant physical building characteristics, heritage values, and economic

factors relevant for an urban area proposed for tax designation and carry out a sample survey using these

criteria of an Architectural Conservation Area in Youghal, Co. Cork

• Review and evaluate planning and conservation policy in County Cork as regards Architectural Conservation

Areas with the proposed new function for ACAs in mind,

• Review and compare good practice in Ireland in the management of Architectural Conservation Areas for towns

in Ireland

• Make recommendations for the utilisation of these designations as a framework for tax incentives.

Appendix 4

Extracts from Energising Ireland’s Rural Economy, CEDRA, 2014

3.1 Defining Rural Ireland

...rural Ireland is defined as all areas located beyond the administrative boundaries of the five largest cities. ...In

addition to the open countryside, this definition of rural includes large, medium and small towns of which there are

79 in total (identified in the Local Government Act (2001)). ...The geographic distribution of these towns is uneven

with a greater number of larger towns in the South and East region, many of which are clustered in the hinterlands

of Dublin and Cork cities. In general, the relative proximity or accessibility of a town with respect to the five cities

and the larger towns explains much of their socio-economic development over the past 20 years. Some of these

towns act as the primary employment or service centres within their localities, e.g. Ballina, Co Mayo, whilst others

are increasingly integrated with the cities, e.g. commuter towns such as, Tuam, Fermoy or Balbriggan. 

The Commission recognise that there are a host of other rural towns in addition to these 79, which play a key role in
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the economies of rural areas from an economic development perspective. These towns have a social and economic

influence that far outweighs their size and, in some instances, because of their location in areas distant from other

towns and cities they, in effect, play an economic role commensurate with larger towns. This point was recognised,

but its implications given insufficient recognition, in the 2002 National Spatial Strategy. (p. 22)

‘Towns, both large and small, act as key places around which economic activities, in particular, are organised. 

...The broad definition of what constitutes rural ...facilitates consideration of the existence, role and importance of

economic ties between the countryside and adjacent towns and cities. Artificial division of the countryside from

towns and the five cities does not allow for a full understanding of the processes, opportunities and challenges that

are shaping and will continue to shape, the economic development of these areas. ...there is a clear relationship

between rural proximity and accessibility to towns and cities and strong socio-economic performance. The

importance of this relationship is increasingly recognised, and in 2013 the OECD published a report5 on the

relationship and implications of growth in accessible rural areas. (p. 25)

Towns and Population Decline

The impact of national changes in population on towns was markedly different. The overall numbers living within the

administrative boundaries of the towns reduced marginally from 437,724 to 434,792. Failure to maintain or grow

their populations in line with national trends resulted in the overall share of the national population living in towns

falling from 12% to 9% between 1991 and 2011. There are several interrelated drivers behind these developments

including a preference for living in the countryside beside towns on the basis that they provide better or more

affordable housing, a perceived higher quality of life and the development of retail and other commercial facilities on

the outskirts of towns. Taken together these developments undermined the social and economic viability of many

towns which, in turn, has affected their capacity to attract and sustain investment.

Notwithstanding the decline in populations living in towns, the evidence clearly demonstrates that in general, there is

a clear beneficial relationship between towns and the surrounding rural areas, i.e. the hinterland, and similarly

between towns and larger towns and cities that are in close proximity. These hinterlands are local, i.e. with few

exceptions they are smaller than counties, and they reflect Ireland’s actual economic geography. As such these

functional areas represent the most appropriate scale of intervention when attempting to foster rural economic

development as they encompass most of the resources available to enterprises and communities that an area has

available to support economic development. These areas are classified within this report as Rural Economic

Development Zones (REDZ) (p. 27)

3.5 Rural Economic Development Zones (REDZs)

It is in this context that the Commission recommends that economic planning at regional/local level should be

conducted using an approach that considers functional rather than administrative boundaries and facilitates full

community participation i.e. sub-county zones within which most people live and work. These Rural Economic

Development Zones are functional rather than administrative geographic areas that reflect the spatial patterns of

local economic activities and development processes, i.e. they are the sub-county zones within which most people

live and work. The emergence and intensification of spatially extended relationships between the countryside and

rural towns and the cities, in particular those that separate town and county, have undermined the importance of

defined geographic administrative areas from an economic planning viewpoint. Many rural economic zones will

encompass rural towns and their hinterlands. There are benefits to be gained by taking an integrated territorial

approach to rural and regional development and by focusing on interdependencies and commonalities rather than

on differences, i.e. between urban and rural.

Recommendation 2: The Commission recommends setting up a policy delivery and coordination

mechanism with the following elements:

(e) Relevant Departments, public bodies, regional and local governance structures and local development entities

should be required to make appropriate provisions for implementing rural economic development policy in plans

and programmes under their remit.

Recommendation 5: The Commission recommends the facilitation of Rural Economic Development Zones

(REDZs):

(a) The Commission recommends the piloting of a selected number of REDZs, to enhance the capacity for local

communities to contribute to and take ownership of local economic development by creating local strategic

5 Veneri, P. and V. Ruiz (2013), “Urban-to-Rural Population Growth Linkages: Evidence from OECD TL3 Regions”, OECD Regional Development Working Papers, 2013/03,

OECD Publishing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5k49lcrq88g7-en 
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economic development plans that will contribute to and align with local, regional and national economic

development plans.

(b) In this context Local strategic economic development plans should identify and specify the needs and

opportunities within a REDZ, identify those supports that both enterprise and labour require, and provide

evidence to support their plan. This will ensure that the potential that lies dormant in many rural areas is

activated such that it contributes to national economic development.

(c) Successful implementation of local development plans is contingent on local coordination support. As part of

the REDZs initiative, resources need to be made available to ensure effective implementation of the strategic

plan. This should also include support for the development of community capacity with initiatives that develop

skills in community leadership, governance, community development planning and rural economic development

in order to support the participation of all communities in the preparation of local strategic economic

development plans.

Appendix 5

Research Agenda for irish towns

a) To explore what Irish people like and do not like about towns, and why many towns are losing their residential

communities and their roles as social and commercial centres; having identified negative cultural factors, to

propose realistic remedies

b) To identify the geographical and economic factors that are operating to deplete some towns, whilst

simultaneously pressurising others

c) To collect evidence for the contribution of towns to Ireland’s economic recovery and a more durable and

sustainable society

d) To make recommendations regarding the appraisal and management of Architectural Conservation Areas to

ensure their suitability as a vehicle for tax incentives for heritage –led regeneration. (outcome not discussed in

text?)

e) To evaluate the workability of the tax reliefs to be offered under the Living Cities initiative and propose

modifications

f) Outline areas where further research is merited.
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